design
Of the Place

Mountains | City | Plains

Denver is located where the Rocky Mountains meet the High Plains. These beautiful and majestic landscapes captivate residents and
visitors alike. The 5280 will embody these native landscapes and ecologies to create a stronger connection with Downtown Denver’s
urban environment.
The challenge is to create the character and experience of a hiking trail in the confines of downtown’s public realm which is built to
satisfy the many demands of an urban environment.
When you are on a hike, the trail guides you through different environments. The trail is the exposed and hardened earth of the place.
You follow the trail, knowing it is taking you where you are going. Direction is straightforward and simple. Definition is dictated by the
elements that make up its edges. Moments of decision are marked with symbols and information made with materials ‘of the place’;
carved from stone and built from wood.
The 5280 evokes these elements to create the experience of taking a hike through Downtown Denver, an easy way through the city, a
means to discover the intricacies, grandeur, and richness of downtown’s neighborhoods.

design
LINKS & PLACES
The 5280 is composed of Places and Links. ‘Links’ are the backbone throughout the entire 5280. They will create a common language
and identity through furnishings, paving and vegetation as is takes users between and through neighborhoods connecting and passing
through ‘Places’.

LINKS

Much like a hiking trail that morphs and changes with the
conditions and environments around it, the 5280 Link adapts to
different streets and neighborhoods taking on a number of
different configurations. The elasticity of the Link palette is able
to adapt to various urban conditions.
12 different location-specific variations for The 5280 Link have
been highlighted. These have been developed in order to create
a continuous connection that adapts to neighborhood character,
existing tree canopy, available space, transportation needs, and
changing urban environments.
Links may be phased to be built in segments and in conjunction
with new development projects adjacent to their locations.
Design guidelines for Link sections are specific and prescribed
to ensure consistency between phases of the build out.
LINK

‘Places’ are destinations on The 5280 that are unique to each
neighborhood. These are neighborhood centers, gathering
areas, and re-imagined rights-of-ways that build and strengthen
the identities of the communities. Each individual
neighborhood’s character and sense of place shall inform how
The 5280 manifests itself as a ‘Place’.
8 ‘Places’ along The 5280 have been highlighted. These have
been developed in order to create a continuous connection that
adapts to neighborhood character, existing tree canopy,
available space, transportation needs and changing urban
environments.
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The design of all places should be guided by a steering committee
comprised of at least seven representatives including neighborhood
residents, business owners, community leaders, artists, and at least
one person under the age of 18. The design should also incorporate
a neighborhood outreach process comprised of not less than two
community meetings.
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In order create a rich and diverse experience, a series of ‘Places’
are identified where the design character of The 5280 is elevated
beyond the standard “Link” design. Places are intended to celebrate
the unique character of each neighborhood by showcasing local
culture, history, architecture and special features and provide
community gathering spaces in the form of parks, pocket parks,
grand boulevards, re-imagined street rights-of-way, festival streets,
and alleys. Therefore, the design guidelines for Places are more
relaxed than those of the links. Aside from the overarching
standards and guidelines established, guidelines for each Place are
provided in narrative format, to describe the overarching intent and
community vision.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SPURS

1 Urban Park Refresh {Sunken Gardens}

5 Denver’s Living Room {Wynkoop Street}

2 Canvas for Arts {Acoma Street}

6 Student Gallery {11th Alley}

3 Civic Promenade {Sherman Street}

7 Refresh and Re(view) {Lincoln Park}

4 Urban Forest {21st Street}

8 Artisan Alley {Santa Fe Alley}

design
COHESIVE IDENTITY

Elements: Vegetation
Plant choice and selection should primarily be native, drought and
landscapes of the mountains and plains as well as set an example
of sustainable urban planting practices. Native grasses, shrubs and
perennials combined with resilient street trees should aim to create
a durable landscape that can with stand the demands of the urban
environment and are easily maintained.

Elements: The Trail
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PROPERTY LINE

The Links take on a number
of configurations throughout
The 5280. They are all
composed of a set of
elements and follow the
same logic to deliver a
continuous comprehensive
experience.

1. Trail
2. Furnishings
3. Vegetation &
Amenity Zones

CURB LINE

The Links of The 5280 are
the complete system of
physical elements that
re-imagine public
right-of-ways into a linear
park system that prioritizes
walking, biking, strolling,
meeting and gathering.

LINK

Elements: Furnishings

Furnishings incorporate natural materials such as wood and stone.
5280 stand out from the surrounding streets. They are meant to
envoke the character of the landscape that surrounds the city. The
bleached wood of downed Cottonwood at a streamside, the slender
poles of a lodge pole forest, a simple rock outcrop or ledge.
The benches, tables, bike racks, kiosks and lighting around the
These materials better connect users to the larger landscape
context of the city and creates warm and welcoming environment.
The use of fabricated materials such as metal should accentuate
these natural materials to add strength and durability.

Elements: Wayfinding & Signage

The Trail along the 5280 will become the dominant identity and
vehicular ramps, plazas, and amenity zones, the Trail will be the
primary hardscape throughout the Link.
The Trail is made up of two components laid out in a stacked bond
pattern: The Field and The Ribbon.
The Field is made up of a combination of 4 different colored 3”x3”
custom concrete pavers mixed at random to create an even,
directionless pattern that spans the entirety of the trail.

WIDTH VARIES 8-16’

landscape; ‘Urban Cairns’ will be used to draw the interest of users and
help direct and orient them along the route. These cairns are sculptural
pieces that may tell a story or add whimsy to the trail.

‘Street Crossing’ Concept

Ribbon Constraint

‘Urban Cairn’ idea
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The Ribbon represents the ‘beaten path’ along the trail and is a
swath of light colored pavers; continuous along the entire 5280.

informational and regulatory signage. Key locations of these signs are
where The 5280 crosses major streets, major bike routes, important
neighborhood connections, where the trail is adjacent to major cultural
institutions, at neighborhood gateways, and at each ‘Place’ along the
route.

Regulatory signage example

Regulatory signage should be developed to guide users on the
responsibilities and heirarchy of a shared trail system. This
signage, although important, should be kept to a minimum.

